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This report is dedicated to the memory of Dr Colin Pendleton (1952–2014), Senior Historic 
Environment Records Officer at Suffolk County Council, who shared his enthusiasm, 
knowledge and expertise so generously with the Breckland Society on this and other projects.

Project trainees at one of the flintknapping workshops led by John Lord in 
November 2014.
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The Breckland Society was set up in 2003 to encourage interest and research 
into the natural, built and social heritage of the East Anglian Brecks. It is a 
membership organisation working to help protect the area and offering a range of 
activities to those who wish to see its special qualities preserved and enhanced. The 
Society is one of the lead partners in Breaking New Ground (see below), under which 
funding of £8545 was made available for the Flint in the Brecks project.

In March 2014 the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) confirmed the award of nearly £1.5 
million to the Breaking New Ground Landscape Partnership, enabling a £2.2 million 
scheme to deliver a range of heritage and landscape projects in the heart of the 
Norfolk & Suffolk Brecks over a period of three years.

The scheme is hosted by Suffolk County Council at Brandon Country Park and 
is supported by Norfolk County Council, St Edmundsbury Borough Council 
and Forest Heath District Council, as well as a variety of other local and national 
organisations. With a wide range of partners involved in the scheme, Breaking New 
Ground will deliver more than 40 projects across four programme areas: 

a) Conserving or restoring built and natural features

b) Increasing community participation

c) Increasing access and learning

d) Increasing training opportunities

Whilst Breaking New Ground is required by the HLF to deliver its projects within 
an agreed core area (231km2 focused around the Brecks market towns of Thetford 
and Brandon), most of the projects are relevant to the wider Brecks. They have been 
specifically devised to ensure that their benefits and opportunities for participation 
and training will be available to everyone across the full 1,029km2 of the Norfolk 
and Suffolk Brecks, and beyond.

The Flint in the Brecks project
Flint is the main traditional building material in the Brecks, while the gunflint 
industry was historically a major source of employment and revenue for the area. 
However, there has been no recent study assessing the impact of flint in terms of 
the natural and historic landscape, its archaeology, built heritage, social history and 

Introduction
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geodiversity. The Breckland Society’s award-winning Vernacular Architecture project 
(completed in 2007) surveyed the exteriors of over 1000 buildings and recorded 
their materials and styles. Flint featured in the accompanying report, but was not 
the main focus. 

Flint in the Brecks had several individual but linked components: fieldwork and site 
visits to gunflintmining sites; archival research to find documentary evidence of the 
uses of flint; an oral history interview with Patrick Baldwin, who lives in a former 
flintmaster’s house in Brandon; flintknapping workshops; the production of an 
illustrated report, leaflet and web pages. The project ran from July 2014 to February 
2015, with Breckland Society members invited to take part and with promotion on 
the Society’s website and in the local press attracting further volunteers. 

Two training sessions for fieldwork recording (held on 6th and 25th July 2014) were 
attended by 19 volunteers, who subsequently recorded the sites of gunflint mines 
and the use of flint in churches and flint as a building material. Sixteen volunteers 
were trained in the access and use of archival records at the Norfolk Record Office 
on 5th September 2014 and carried out archival research. A refresher oral history 
training course was held for two experienced volunteers, who then conducted 
interviews. Four workshops in working with flint, held on 4th, 8th, 15th and 18th 
October 2014, were fully subscribed and, due to demand, two more were arranged 
for 5th and 8th November 2014.     

To ensure that there was a standardised recording system, volunteers were given 
a fieldwork recording form for the flint mine sites and another for recording flint 
in churches and vernacular buildings. They were also supplied with an archival 
recording form for any documentary evidence of flintmining and knapping and 
another for documentary evidence of flint as a building material.  The information 
gathered by the volunteers was used to prepare the information presented in this 
report. All the original recording forms and digital photographic records have been 
submitted to the Norfolk Record Office and copies deposited with the Norfolk 
Historic Environment Service; the Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service; 
and the Forestry Commission, East England District.



1 Clarke (1937 edition), p.124. Roy Rainbird Clarke was a leading archaeologist and historian. He 
expanded and revised his father’s earlier seminal book, In Breckland Wilds, originally published in 1925.
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Flint occurs throughout Breckland, either as beds in the underlying chalk or 
in the glacial drift deposits that appear on the surface. A hard, shiny material, steely 
grey in colour, flint is found in roundish nodules usually covered with a thick, white 
skin. It is a form of the mineral silica and comprises the remains of sea creatures, 
especially sponges and sea urchins, which collected on the seabed when the chalk 
was being formed about 70 million years ago. 

Harder than the chalk in which it lies, flint does not dissolve in water and so 
remains after the chalk has weathered away. Although so hard that it cannot be 
cut except by high-precision tools, flint fractures readily and so is easy to work 
by breaking, chipping and flaking, all of which can produce sharp edges. These 
properties, together with the fact that flint is widely available across much of 
southern England, make it an ideal material for use by man in this part of the 
British Isles.

1. Context and Background
The archaeologist owes a debt of gratitude to the consummate skill of the 
knappers for initiation into the mysteries of flint working.

R Rainbird Clarke, In Breckland Wilds (1937)1

Above
Large well-crafted 
handaxe found 
in situ at Lynford 
Neanderthal butchery 
site in 2002. Between 
50,000 – 65,000 years 
old. © John Lord.
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Flint Archaeology in The Brecks
Breckland has two of the earliest known archaeological sites in Britain yielding 
evidence of the use of flint tools. At High Lodge near Mildenhall, flint scrapers, 
hand-axes, worked flakes and piles of waste flakes have been unearthed from the silt 
bed of a pre-glacial river and dated back to the Lower Paleolithic era, some 500,000 
years ago. At Lynford Quarry, Mundford, over 590 worked flint artefacts were found 
in 2002 in association with a Neanderthal woolly mammoth butchering site, dated 
to 60,000 years ago. These objects included flint handaxes, as well as retouched, 
utilised and waste flakes, often found lying beside bones and tusks.  

The earliest evidence for the mining and quarrying of flint dates from the Early 
Neolithic period, around 4000bc, and the earliest known extraction sites in the 
Brecks, such as Grime’s Graves, are considered to be among the first archaeological 
monuments in the landscape of the British Isles. Flint has continued to be used in 
many ways right up until the present day, from crafting tools to serving as a building 
material, and from providing the spark in flintlock muskets to road-surfacing and 
glass-making. This report focuses on the use of flint in the architecture of the Brecks, 
as well as on the mining and production of gunflints. 

The largest prehistoric mining site in Britain, Grime’s Graves lies in the heart of 
the Brecks and is famous as the location where numerous Neolithic mines appear 
at ground level as shallow depressions. Over 700 pits have been identified on the 
site, which dates from around 2000bc and comprises an area of heathland covering 
about 37 hectares. The name “Grime’s” is thought to have come from the Saxon god 
Grim, whilst ‘grave’ is the Saxon word for hollow. 

Neolithic miners dug through the thin, sandy topsoil and soft upper chalk to 
construct a complex underground system of tunnels and galleries that gave them 

Right
Mint condition cleaver, found out of 

context Lynford Neanderthal butchery 
site in 2002.  Between 50,000 – 

65,000 years old. Cleavers only differ 
typologically from other forms of 

butchery equipment, and would work 
equally well as handaxes for this task

© John Lord.
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access to the high-quality black flint – known as floorstone flint – occurring in thin 
seams deep down in the chalk below. The miners used deer antler picks and shovels 
made from animal shoulder blades to remove approximately 70 per cent of the 
available floorstone. Archaeologists have estimated that it would have taken 20 men 
about 100 days to dig a single shaft and then some 40 days of work by about six 
men to remove the flint. It has been further calculated that the miners would have 
used up to 150 antler picks in the process.

Grime’s Graves is currently in the guardianship of English Heritage and is open to 
visitors seasonally. One pit is accessible to a depth of 14 metres, from where it is 
possible to see the start of the system of galleries that radiates out from the main 
shaft. On the western and northern parts of the site are over 100 knapping floors, 
where the process of shaping the flints into axes and knives was probably begun. 
The flint was traded over a wide area and it is likely that the tools were perfected 
and finished at their final destination, rather than where they were mined. There 
is no current evidence of there having been any permanent domestic settlement at 
Grime’s Graves, nor any firm indication of whether or not the mines were worked 
intermittently or as a full-time occupation.   

It is possible to find worked flints almost anywhere in Breckland. A hand-struck 
flake has the following three features: first, a tiny pimple or bead on the flake itself, 
or a hollow in the core flint, denoting the point of impact where the blow was 
struck to begin the flaking; second, a striking platform, where a knob was struck 
off to start the flaking; and third, a ‘bulb of percussion’, the scar from which the 
rest of the flake ripples out in concentric waves, crossed at right angles by very fine 
fractures and extremely sharp edges.  

Left
Levallois flake tool, found in situ at 
Lynford Neanderthal butchery site in 
2002. Between 50,000 – 65,000 years 
old. The Levallois technique is the term 
given by archaeologists to a disticntive 
type of flintknapping. This tool is the 
only known example of its type from 
the Lynford site. © John Lord.
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With a handful of exceptions, most pre-1920 Breckland buildings date from 
the 18th and 19th centuries. Very few structures survive from earlier periods, other 
than churches. With no local stone, and trees in short supply in the Brecks until 
the creation of the Forestry Commission after the First World War, masons had to 
turn to other materials. Previous research by The Breckland Society (see page 6) 
confirmed that flint was the most common traditional building material locally and 
often used in combination with brick or chalk (the latter known also as clunch). 
With such distinctive materials, and craft skills and techniques evolving over the 
centuries in what were often quite isolated communities, the Brecks’ built heritage 
has assumed a very individual character. Flint, and to a lesser extent, chalk, are the 
most archetypal building materials in the Brecks.

Historically, flint could either be picked up from the surface of the ground or mined 
from the upper layers of chalk deposits. Since Roman times flint pebbles have been 
used whole to create a rough wall surface known as ‘random rubble’. Flint can also 
be fractured or split in any direction and then knapped – squared or trimmed on 

2. Flint in the Built Heritage of the Brecks
I feel that I have seen enough of flint houses, flint chapels, flint sheds, flint 
garden walls and heaps of chalk-whitened flints to last me a lifetime.

William A Dutt, Highways & Byways in East Anglia (1901)

Above
St Mary’s Church,

Cranwich.
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one surface – to provide a smooth wall face. The small square blocks were used 
in regular courses, and the most highly prized knapped building flint was entirely 
black. As it is very difficult to create a right-angled corner in flint, it was normal 
practice to use other materials (such as brick or imported stone) for quoins and 
cornerstones. Walls of coursed flint are less common than those of random rubble, 
and principally occur where good-quality flint nodules can be found in the chalk 
close to the surface of the ground. 

Flint in Breckland Churches
Some of the earliest complete flint structures in Breckland are the round towers 
of churches such as those at Cranwich and Weeting. Flint is not suitable as a 
cornerstone because it does not produce the required straight angles, and so for local 
builders the elimination of corners wherever practicable was the obvious solution. 
The flints were traditionally laid with lime mortar, as bricks are, but the mortar had 
to be very thick and stiff to prevent the flints rolling away and only a few courses 
could be laid at a time. In fact, the medieval masons were only able to lay courses of 
up to one metre in height before they had to wait for up to three months to allow 
the lime mortar to harden around the flints.   

From the 14th century onwards, flint’s decorative qualities were more fully 
exploited. The special qualities of flint allowed it to be fractured or split and then 
knapped to create small square blocks. Often set within limestone ‘frames’ or 
cornerstones, these could be used to create relatively smooth black wall faces, a 
technique known as flushwork. Sometimes knapped flints were used with stone 
(or black flint juxtaposed with paler flint) to create a quasi-geometrical pattern 
usually known as chequerboard. Such decorative techniques were usually reserved 
for high-status buildings. The mortar between flints was sometimes studded with 
tiny flakes of flint in a process called galleting or garreting. When brick or stone 
was arranged in alternate squares with flint, it produced a refinement of the chess- 
or chequerboard effect that could be achieved with flint alone. Such combinations 
were used on clerestories, parapets and plinths, as well as to enrich porches and 
towers. Flint pieces were also used to create sacred monograms, petitions to saints 
and the inscriptions of benefactors’ names, such as at St Mary’s Church, Santon 
Downham. 

Project volunteers surveyed churches across the core area of the Brecks, 
documenting the occurrence of flint and flint features in their construction and 
decoration. The results are summarised below. 

Brandon, St Peter was heavily restored in 1873 but dates back to the 14th century. 
It is of flint rubble with limestone dressings and has some brick on the buttresses. 
Knapped flint is confined to the east wall turret, belfry openings on the tower and 
over the west door, and in some instances the white cortex of individual flints has 
been left in place. There is some random galleting, possibly using gunflint waste (as 
indicated by the shaping). Surveyed by Carol Palfreyman and Mike Willett.
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Cranwich, St Mary has a Saxon tower, a Norman nave and a 13th-century 
chancel. It is mostly of flint, although none is knapped, with brick, clunch, re-used 
limestone and even some carstone (more commonly found in west Norfolk). The 
thatched roof adds to the church’s simple, unadorned quality. Surveyed by Carol 
Palfreyman and Mike Willett.   

Didlington, St Michael retains its medieval flint walling, dating from about 
1400, although the flint is unworked and combined with dressed stone. Surveyed by 
Carol Palfreyman and Mike Willett. 

Elveden, St Andrew & St Patrick was completely rebuilt by Lord Iveagh 
between 1904 and 1906 and has two towers, two naves and a cloister. The medieval 
St Andrew’s Church had a nave and west tower, both of flint. When Maharajah 
Duleep Singh, deposed by the British in India, came to live at Elveden Hall in the 
1860s, he embellished the church with an elaborate wooden ceiling. When Edward 
Cecil Guinness, 1st Earl Iveagh, bought the Elveden Estate in 1894, he appointed 
William Caroe to build an entirely new church – dedicated to St Patrick – beside the 
existing St Andrew’s. The latter then became the south aisle of the new church, with 
the surviving 14th-century tower at its west end. Flint was used throughout the new 
construction. Surveyed by Anne Mason.

Ickburgh, St Peter dates from 14th century but was entirely rebuilt in the mid-
1860s, with the exception of the tower, which is largely original. It is mainly of flint, 
but with stone and brick inserts. Surveyed by Ann and Mike Howarth.

Icklingham, All Saints, is Norman in origin, but was largely rebuilt in the 14th 
century in flint rubble with stone dressings. Surveyed by Imogen Radford.

Right
All Saints Church,

Icklingham.
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Icklingham St James is 13th century in origin, but was rebuilt early in 
the 19th century, the tower having collapsed. In the 1860s the nave and chancel were 
refaced in squared, knapped flint and reroofed. Surveyed by Imogen Radford. 

Lynford, Our Lady of Consolation and St Stephen was built as a 
private chapel for Mrs Yolande Lyne Stephens of Lynford Hall, in 1877–78. It is 
predominantly of knapped black flint, in both regular (lower walling) and irregular 
(higher walling) courses. All the flints are smooth-faced and of similar size, laid very 
closely together. Surveyed by Carol Palfreyman and Mike Willett.

Left
The Church of Our
Lady of Consolation
and St Stephen,
Lynford.
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Mundford, St Leonard is a mixture of building dates, with a 13th-century 
chancel, 14th–15th-century nave and a tower rebuilt in 1854 following its collapse 
in 1747. The flintwork is a mixture of grey and black, broken and whole. The only 
worked flint is in the north wall of the porch, where there is a chequerboard pattern 
of brick and knapped flint. Surveyed by Carol Palfreyman and Mike Willett.

Santon, All Saints is a Jacobean restoration, reconsecrated in 1628 and then given 
a chancel in the 1850s. The walls are of a mixture of knapped and unknapped flint, 
in rough courses. The chancel windows have brick or limestone ‘rays’ interspersed 
with single rows of sized, shaped and faced large flints. The small porch has flint 
flushwork and brick, and there is a brick and flint diaper (lozenge-shaped) pattern 
on the west wall. Surveyed by Elizabeth Taylor.

Santon Downham, St Mary still retains many of its Norman and medieval 
features, with a 15th-century tower. It is of flint, with limestone facings and some 
brick in the tower. The nave and chancel are mostly of knapped flint but not 
coursed; the tower has both coursed and uncoursed flint, variously knapped and 
shaped, as well as some clunch and brick; its stages of construction can be seen in 
the differing greys and blacks of the flints. Around the base of the tower is a plinth 
of black flint and chalk flushwork, inscribed with the initials of benefactors (see
page 27). Surveyed by Elizabeth Taylor.

Thetford, St Cuthbert has pre-Norman foundations, but most of the present 
building dates from the 13th and 14th centuries. Its flint walls are of random rubble, 
but the tower is of coursed flint with buttresses displaying a chequerboard pattern.
Surveyed by Giles Smith.
  
Thetford, St Mary is a Catholic church built in the 1820s and with walls of 
knapped flint laid not in regular courses, but in more of a random rubble style. 
Surveyed by Giles Smith.
 
Thetford, St Mary the Less dates from the 14th century and has a south porch 
of knapped flint; the nave is of flint, but the chancel is of brick. Surveyed by Giles 
Smith.

Thetford, St Peter is medieval in origin but was largely rebuilt in 1789–91. 
According to local historian Thomas Martin, writing in 1779, the use of dark 
knapped flint to create the chequerboard pattern on the tower gave it the name of 
‘the black church’. Surveyed by Giles Smith.

Weeting, St Mary is a medieval building constructed entirely of flint, with a slate 
roof replacing the original thatch. The flint walling is randomly arranged and the 
church’s most significant feature is the round tower of flint. Surveyed by Ann and 
Mike Howarth.

Although not surveyed as part of the project, the largest ecclesiastical building in 
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the Brecks was Thetford Priory, a Cluniac monastery of which extensive ruins 
survive. The priory was established in 1104, with the new church built in 1114 and 
building continuing throughout the rest of the 12th century. Remnants of the 
church, cloister, domestic buildings, chapter house, infirmary and the two-storey 
prior’s lodgings all survive, and illustrate how much of the construction was of a 
flint rubble core, faced by imported limestone from Barnack near Peterborough, 
almost certainly brought to Thetford via the River Little Ouse, and used for the 
more grandiose structural elements and for cornerstones, detailing and decoration. 

One of the most important survivals in the whole complex is the 14th-century three-
storey gatehouse, almost perfectly preserved and unmodified. It has octagonal turrets 
at the south-east and south-west corners and is faced with knapped flint and finely 
cut stone dressings. At each corner there are large projecting buttresses, one of which 
contains a stair to the upper floors. 

Secular Flint Buildings in the Brecks
Flint was also used widely in secular buildings, although usually with nothing 
approaching the sophistication apparent in some of the area’s most significant 
churches. One of the earliest surviving buildings in the Brecks is Weeting Castle, 
with the remains of the medieval hall house, built around 1180, standing in the 
middle of the southern half of the moated site. The rectangular building, consisting 
of a central aisled hall and a three-storey tower, was constructed of mortared flint 
rubble with limestone cornerstones. 

Above
St Peter’s Church,
Thetford.
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One highly specialised building type in the construction of which flint played a 
major role was the warren lodges. These were the dwellings and workplaces of the 
warreners who were responsible for the protection and management of the warrens 
on which rabbits were farmed for their meat and fur. The warrening industry 
dominated the Brecks landscape for over six hundred years and was a mainstay 
of the local economy. Most of the 19 recorded medieval warrens were owned by 
monasteries and the warrener was one of the highest-paid manorial officials. Warren 
lodges were therefore high-status buildings, but also had defensive elements, as the 
warrens were subject to incursions by poaching gangs. Typically the lodges were 
built to a square plan and with two storeys, the ground floor used as a storage area 
for equipment (such as nets, traps and lanterns) and rabbit carcases, and the upper 
floor serving as accommodation for the warrener and his family. All known warren 
lodges were constructed from flint, with limestone or brick quoining. There is also 
an interesting example from Thetford Warren of sections of knapped flint being 
used in the banks that were constructed around the warren to demarcate ownership 
and confine the rabbits.  

 
in the Brecks. It still determines the architectural character of the built heritage 
of market towns such as Brandon and Thetford, as well as the outlying villages. 
Terraces of modest flint cottages, mainly of the 18th and 19th centuries, are 
commonplace, with flint also featuring prominently in buildings of higher status. 
The local flint heritage is acknowledged in more recent buildings, such as the 
modern branch of Barclay’s Bank in Brandon, which incorporated precast flint 
panels (see page 33). 

Right
Mildenhall Warren
Lodge, which was
re-roofed in 2013.
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Notable secular buildings in the Brecks that incorporate flint include the following:

A tiny buttressed chapel with a small porch, The Bliss Mausoleum in Brandon 
Park was built in 1845 to house the remains of the estate’s owner Edward Bliss and 
his wife Sarah. It is built of yellow brick and with a steep slate roof, but its most 
striking feature are the panels of black knapped flint. 

Brandon Station and Thetford Station were both built in 1845 of cut black 
flint and gault-brick dressings. 

Left
The Bliss Mausoleum,
Brandon Country
Park.

Below
Thetford Station.
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Wretham Lodge, East Wretham, is an early 19th-century former rectory, of very 
fine knapped black flint with gault dressings. 

Flint Hall, Brandon, was formerly the residence of flintmaster Philip Hayward, 
who purchased the building in 1793 and built flint cottages close by to accommodate 
his knappers.

The Flintknappers Arms, Brandon, dates from the early 1930s when the previous 
Eagle Tavern was demolished and replaced with this Tudor-style brick building. The 
former pub sign was set within a flint panel and showed a flintknapper at work (see 
photograph on page 32). 

The King’s House, Thetford, was built between 1756–82 and probably incorporates 
part of a hunting lodge used by James I in 1609. Though the front wall is of yellow brick 
with red brick facings, the other walls are of split flint, with stone quoins.

Richard Fulmerston’s Almshouses, Old Bury Road, Thetford, were constructed in 
1610. They are built from cut and galletted flint, with ashlar blocks and stone quoins, red 
brick openings and a tile roof.

The Old Gaol, Old Market Street, Thetford, was rebuilt in 1796 on the site of an 
earlier gaol. It is of flint with gault brick dressings, although the south-east gable wall 
was rebuilt in the 20th century in yellow brick. Four barred cell windows remain on the 
second floor. 

Above
Flint Hall, Brandon. 
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London Road, Stores Street and School Lane, Brandon, is an area of the 
town notable for its flint houses and walls. Other good examples of local vernacular 
flint buildings can be found in the villages of Croxton and Mundford. 

Above
Typical flint and 
rubble cottages 
in Croxton, near 
Thetford. 
© James Parry.



2 Cited in Forrest, p.68
3 Rogers, p.86
4 Forrest, pp.55–56
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No documentary evidence has yet been found to give a precise date for when or 
where flints were first used to spark off gun charges, but flintlock guns were being 
used in France by about 1600. There is a written record of an order received by 
London gunsmiths in 1661 to provide 15 000 “flintstones cutt” for the garrisons 
in Tangier and Ireland. A reference to a government flint factory established in 
Brandon in 16863 has proved impossible to verify, but a key date in the history of 
Brandon and flint was 16 June 1790, when Philip Hayward of Bury St Edmunds was 
awarded a government contract to deliver “100,000 flints of the best sort” to the 
Tower of London arsenal. Hayward appears to have been a specialist in top-quality 
black flint and, on the encouragement of the Duke of Richmond, Master-General 
of the Ordnance, moved to Brandon from Bury.4 The Duke of Richmond was a 
cousin of Lord Cadogan, who owned the Santon Downham Estate near Brandon, 

3. The Gunflint Industry in the Brecks
Transparent, black Norfolk or Brandon flints, are among the best . . . and 
of such the Gunner should provide himself with a good store; for to be 
sparing of flints is to be accessory to his own loss of time and vexation.

W H Scott, Field Sports (1818)2

Above
Arthur “Pony” Ashley 

was the last Brecks 
flintminer. He died 
in 1936. © Ancient 

House, Norfolk 
Museums Service.
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including the chalk seams that contained some of the best black flint. 

Gunflints were being made elsewhere in England at that time: at Lewisham, 
Maidstone, Purfleet and Northfleet in Kent, for example, as well as around Beer 
Head in Devon and Clarendon near Salisbury. However, it was Brandon’s contract 
to supply the British Army during the Napoleonic Wars that secured the town’s 
dominance at the expense of these other sources. In 1813 14 Brandon flint masters 
were contracted to supply 1,060,000 musket flints per month, worth about 
£18,000 annually and providing employment to 160 knappers and pit diggers or 
miners.5

Brandon flintknappers were considered superior because they used a point-headed 
hammer rather than the round-headed type used in other parts of the country. 
Ironically, it is supposed to have been a French prisoner-of-war in forced labour near 
Brandon who suggested that the point-headed hammer, as used in his native France, 
was best for flaking flints.6

The Mining and Processing of Flints
Flintminers usually worked singly, at pits dug at regular intervals across areas such 
as Lingheath, outside Brandon. Each shaft was dug by a miner using a spade and 
single-pronged pick. The shafts – some of which were as much as 12 metres deep – 
were constructed in stages, with toe holes and a series of descending platforms cut 
in the chalk walls. The lumps of flint – known as nodules in their raw state – were 
hacked out and then hauled to the surface and loaded onto carts. Miners were 
usually too poor to equip themselves with any haulage equipment, so had to drag 

Left
LiDAR view of Lingheath near Brandon. LiDAR 
is a remote sensing technology that uses laser-
focused imaging to map physical features. This 
image shows one of the most important mining 
sites for gunflints in Britain. The pitted areas 
are surface depressions marking the former 
mine shafts that once extended across the whole 
area and comprised several hundred individual 
pits. Many were obscured or destroyed by later 
ploughing. ©Crown Copyright, Forest Research. 
Based upon BNG LPS Project, FC England and 
Fugro Geospatial Data.
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and lift the heavy and unwieldy nodules by hand. They did not pay any groundage 
or royalty; this was paid by the knappers, who paid costs per ‘jag’ or cartload, the 
price calculated according to the quality of the flint. One cartload was equal to 
roughly a ton and a miner earned about 11 pence a jag, perhaps bringing to the 
surface three and a half jags in a six-day week. A jag of ordinary quality flint would 
make 6,000 gunflints and one of good quality material about 12,000; a jag of the 
best quality material would yield 18,000.

The flint nodules were collected together on the surface, ready for loading and 
delivery by cart to the knappers’ workshops in Brandon. Those not immediately 
transported were covered with branches of Scots pine as a protection against the 
weathering effects of sun and frost. The preparation of gunflints involved the three 
operations of quartering, flaking and knapping. A knapper wore a protective leather 
pad on his left knee and a leather apron. He rested the nodule on the pad and used 
an iron hammer to tap it, gently severing it along a line of cleavage and so producing 
the quarters, from the square edges of which flakes could be struck. 

The second stage of the process saw the quarter struck at exactly the correct spot and 
angle to dislodge the flakes. A skilled flaker could produce 7000 flakes in a day. To 
knap the flakes into gunflints – the third and final stage of the process – the knapper 
tapped rhythmically at the flake whilst turning it round in an anti-clockwise 
direction. Three edges of the gunflint were trimmed, the fourth edge being made as 
it was struck off the flake. Three hundred gunflints could be produced in an hour by 
an experienced knapper. 

Right
Brandon flintknapper Herbert 

Field flaking a flint. 
© Ancient House, Norfolk 

Museums Service.
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Each different type of weapon required a different-sized gunflint. The largest 
gunflints were used for muskets, medium-sized ones for carbines or rifles, and the 
smallest for pistols. The best ‘Brandon Blacks’, used in the muskets and pistols, 
would last for about 50 shots. The cores left after the gunflint flaking process were 
squared up and sold to builders; the remaining waste was used as ballast for roads 
and, later, railways.

The British victory at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815 brought peace, and with it a 
dramatic fall in orders for gunflints. Even so, in the following decades Brandon 
knappers were still producing four million gunflints a year for despatch all over the 
globe; documents refer to orders relating to North and South America, Africa, New 
Zealand, Spain, Russia, China and Malaya. During the Crimean War of 1853–56, 
Brandon supplied eleven million flints annually to the Ottoman army and there 
were then three masters employing 36 knappers in the town. As more modern 
firearms were developed, so demand for gunflints fell and the industry contracted 
further. However, Brandon flints were still in use in Abyssinia in 1935 and even 
as late as 1950, 2,000 gunflints were being made each day in Brandon, for export 
mainly to Africa. By this point only a handful of knappers remained. The last of 
them, Fred Avery, died in 1996.  

The Flint Mines 
The project’s volunteers recorded and mapped gunflintmining sites across the 
Brecks, both ground-truthing existing site records as well as discovering ‘new’ sites. 
Training sessions for the volunteers enabled them to identify characteristic gunflint 
mine features such as the sub-circular shafts encircled by waste dumps, which always 
have one or two entrance breaks to allow easy access to the mine. Mines were usually 

Left
Four different types
of gunflint, with 
profiles.
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spaced at five- to ten-metre intervals, reflecting the way in which the industry was 
managed. Lingheath near Brandon was traditionally the source for the town’s flint, 
but by the 1920s only two of the site’s pits were still open and flint was being sourced 
from “chalk and stone pits within a forty mile radius”.7

The following flintmining sites were researched, visited and recorded by project 
volunteers:  

Elms Plantation
TL78198327
Suffolk Heritage Explorer ref BRD 067 
Surveyed by Michael Willett, Carol Palfreyman and Christine Lang.
150 pits were located, mapped and measured. Many of these were found to be in 
good condition, under broadleaf woodland and with concentrations of intense 
pitting. The site is strewn with quartered flint fragments and chalk waste, with many 
of the spoil heaps measuring about three metres in diameter. The majority of the pits 
measure seven metres in diameter, but some are as large as 12 metres. As part of the 
project, 17 students and staff from Easton & Otley College cleared vegetation from 
the site to expose the flintmine depressions so that these can be viewed by visitors. 
An interpretation panel was installed on-site in November 2015.

Right
Project volunteers

Michael Willett and
Christine Lang at a 

former flint pit in 
Elms Plantation. 

© Carol Palfreyman.
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Ickburgh  
TL82899547 
Surveyed by Ian Gibson. 
Three depressions with flint debris were identified, but the whole area could not be 
walked as the remainder of the site is within the restricted STANTA Battle Area. 

Icklingham Breck 
TL77847477
Suffolk Heritage Explorer ref IKL 059
Surveyed by Ian Gibson. 
Between 30 and 40 pits were identified, creating a network of hollows and heaps. 
The site is well documented and project mapping substantiated the existing records. 
Black flint debris was observed along the line of the Icknield Way where it crosses 
the site.    

Lingheath 
Suffolk Heritage Explorer ref BRD 066
TL796853–797853 
Researched by Tim Bridge.
The Lingheath flint mine complex has been extensively recorded and mapped by the 
Royal Commission for Historical Monuments. As part of this project, an archival 
resource has been compiled for the site, with copies of maps, photographs and 
written records. 

Lynford/West Tofts  
TL82889104
NHER 5131
Surveyed by Sue Pennell and Kathy Gay. 
At least eight large linear pits were found between TL8357390897 and TL8281490814 
(Swell Pit), of varying sizes and depths and with side ‘compartments’. Vegetation 
made it impossible to take measurements, determine if there were spoil banks or 
heaps, or explore for flints. There may be many more such pits obscured by the trees 
in this area. The large pit at TL8288791048 was very extensive: perhaps 30 metres in 
length x 23 metres in width and approximately nine metres deep. There are several 
large spoil heaps in the pit and some flints that could relate to smaller workings on 
the floor of the quarry. This whole area is worthy of a more in-depth survey to try 
and establish the exact extent and age of the pits and quarries.

Santon 
TL82619104
Surveyed by Sue Pennell and Kathy Gay. 
Five small pits were located around the above grid reference, with a further pit 
found to the east at TL82759109. There may be many more pits/depressions 
amongst the trees, but at the time of survey the vegetation was too dense for detailed 
exploration.
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Santon  
TL83558735
NHER 5687
Surveyed by Sue Pennell and Kathy Gay.
Old gunflint pits were found here in 1933 but could not be discerned with any 
certainty during two lengthy visits during the project. There are some slight 
depressions between the south of Hereward Way and the railway line, but it is 
impossible to say whether or not these are manmade or natural features.

Weeting
TL8058 8865 Broomhill (Site 1) 
TL8043 8852 Broomhill (Site 2)
NHER 31296 
Surveyed by Ian Gibson. 
Thirty shallow pits were recorded and the area photographed. The pits were 
identified as post-medieval gunflint mines from the horseshoe-shaped depressions 
typical of gunflintmining generally in the Brecks. A thick layer of humus (30 
centimetres deep) obscured any flint debris. However, flakes of black flint were 
recorded along the forestry ride immediately to the west of the site. 

near West Tofts, site east of A134 
TL823908
NHER 21307
Surveyed by Sue Pennell and Kathy Gay. 
Records show this site was field-walked in the 1980s. Due to the density of 
vegetation, it was not possible for the project researchers to find any evidence of 
flints.

Right
Forest floor flint debris 

at pit site near
Weeting. © Ian Gibson.
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Flint is an intrinsic part of the physical and social fabric of the Brecks. Local 
people have lived alongside it since the earliest human presence in the area, and 
even today it is a material seen by every inhabitant, knowingly or not, on a daily 
basis. Flint was traditionally a source of shelter in the shape of local dwellings and 
it also provided the economic livelihood for the town of Brandon in particular. As 
part of this project, research was carried out into the social dimensions of flint and 
particularly into the people who worked with it.

There are two churches whose flintwork gives an immediate link to those living in 
the Brecks over 500 years ago. The base of the church tower at Santon Downham is 
inscribed in flint with the initials of various benefactors. Analysis of wills drawn up 
between 1463 and 1504 has enabled the identification of John Watt, John Reeve, Sir 
John Downham, Margaret Reeve, Jafrey Skytte and William Toller. The same master 
mason appears to have been employed also at West Tofts, as the tower there is of 
comparable design and carries a similar style of inscription around its base. 

4. Social History and Legacy
[the gunflint industry] slays those who follow it; it kills them before their 

time; for them, there is no old age.8

Above
Inscriptions at the base 
of the tower at 
St Mary’s Church,
Santon Downham. 
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This reads: Alle the begyners at the werk: Andro Hweke, John Rolff,  John Olyver and 
Amy hys wife, Wlyyam Olyver, Wylham Rolff,  John Hewke,  Sir John Vyse, Parson.    

The Flintworkers
Despite extensive research, very little archival evidence has been found concerning 
the medieval masons who worked with flint and may well have journeyed from 
one site to another. One notable, if brief, mention comes from the Brandon Manor 
Account Rolls of 1386, which list the materials assembled to build a new lodge on 
Brandon Warren and include a reference to 160 cartloads of “stone”, which were 
probably flint nodules. The work on Brandon Warren Lodge was clearly appreciated, 
as also listed is a “present given to the masons, by command of the chief steward, 
4d”.9 

It is only with the development of the gunflint industry that the social history of 
flint starts to be documented more thoroughly. Flintmaster Philip Hayward’s army 
order for 100,000 flints and creation of the Brandon Gunflint Company brought 
unparalleled prosperity to the town. The 1813 contract (see page 21) resulted in 
employment for 160 knappers and flintminers, an important source of income for a 
town of only 1,300 people.10 Stockbooks, accounts and other records (eg. refs K532, 
HC506 and FL536/1/69 at the West Suffolk Record Office) give some insight into 
the lives and working conditions of the flintminers and knappers. 

The peace following the Battle of Waterloo in 1815 brought hard times for 
the Brandon knappers. Their military supply contracts were not renewed and 
flintmasters cut the wages of their knappers to just above pauper level. As a result, 
many knappers were unable to support themselves and their families at a time of 
widespread economic depression. As elsewhere in East Anglia, rioting broke out in 
protest at the situation. Knappers in Brandon doubtless joined those demonstrating 
in the town’s market square in May 1816, with the slogan ‘Bread or Blood in 
Brandon this Day’. Some demonstrators were armed with iron-spiked sticks and at 
least one was brandishing a flintlock musket.11

So great was the longer-term distress that in 1821 the vestry of St Peter’s Church 
in Brandon was set up in business as a munitions manufacturer, employing seven 
flintmasters with their knappers. The following year the parish added flintknapping 
sheds to the workhouse so that the unemployed knappers could maintain their skills. 
By 1837 the situation had stabilised and up to 80 knappers and miners were working 
in Brandon, under the aegis of the new Brandon Gunflint Company. Gunflints were 
now being exported across the expanding British Empire, as well as to other overseas 
countries, and demand remained steady over the ensuing half-century or so, even if 
the number of active knappers reduced slightly. 

Flintknappers and miners – and, indeed, some flintmasters – often received little or 
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no education, and many were illiterate. As a result a code evolved for recording the 
number of gunflints produced, using dashes, strokes and crosses. Similar symbols 
were also used on bills and invoices.12 According to W G Clarke, the only numeral 
used was 7, “perhaps because it is shaped like the miners’ pick”.13 

Knappers were paid a flat rate per number of gunflints. For example, in around 
1900 a knapper was paid 1s 2d (6p in today’s money) per 1,000 gunflints and could 
produce roughly 300 in an hour. Hours worked varied according to demand, but 
were often long and arduous. The knapping was carried out in small workshops 
usually located behind dwellings, with many along the London and Thetford Roads 
and in the backyards of three public houses in the town. These workshops were 
small one-storey buildings that were usually insufficiently ventilated, resulting in a 
dangerous build-up of dust inside. In fine weather the knappers would sometimes 
work outside, sitting on stools or chairs in their yards. The latter were often full of 
waste flint, “the refuse of which, thrown together at the end of the town, forms such 
heaps as would astonish a stranger on account of their magnitude”.14

One interesting aspect of the flint industry is the pre-eminent – if not monopolistic 
– character of Brandon’s role. The project has found no evidence of a similar 
flint industry developing in Thetford, despite the plentiful local supply of raw 
material. Records such as that of Joseph Heigham of Thetford going to work as a 
flintknapping apprentice for Hayward in Brandon in 180015 may indicate that such 
opportunities were not available in his home town. 

Left
Early 20th-century
postcard depicting a 
Brandon flintknapper 
at work. The town’s 
knapping heritage 
attracted growing 
numbers of visitors in 
its final years.
© Ancient House,
Norfolk Museums
Service.
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The records of the gunflint industry as found in the flintmasters’ workbooks show 
that the skills of knapping were passed on from father to son through the same 
families. Notable knapping families in Brandon were Ashley, Boggis, Bretnall, 
Carter, Curry, Curzon, Edwards, Field, Grief, Jacob, Kent, Leach, Longworth, 
Oxley, Peveretts, Phillips, Rissbrook, Snare, Southwell, Thirkettle, Trett, Utting, 
Wharf and Wood. Most, if not all, of the knappers had nicknames, examples 
including “Champ” Palmer, “Hebda” Field and “Piper” Field, Herbert “Tarry” 
Edwards, Fred “Budget” Snare and Arthur “Trixie” Drewry. Edward Simpson was 
known as “Flint Jack” and as “Bones”, and was an imitator of Stone Age tools. 
Flintminers had nicknames too, such as Arthur “Pony” Ashley and his brother Fred 
“Fretch” Ashley.

One notable knapper was Robert W “Bill” Basham, who made a flint necklace (now 
in Moyse’s Hall Museum, Bury St Edmunds), as well as a flint alphabet, which 
took him two years of his spare time to complete and is now in the Ancient House 
Museum in Thetford. Revered for his decorative craftsmanship, Basham suffered 
the same tragic fate as many of his fellow knappers. He died aged 38 in 1932 from 
silicosis, his last days “passed wretchedly as he lay in bed gasping for air and trying 
to keep warm, with brown paper pressed against his chest”.16 One other notable 
example of decorative flintwork is the series of flint mosaic panels made by knapper 
William Carter. These were given by his descendants to Brandon Library, where they 
were installed in 1972 (see Appendix Two).

Flintworking was a skilled craft and sources contain references to flintknapping 
apprenticeships, which it appears could extend for up to seven years. In 1800 
apprentice Joseph Heigham (see page 29) was required to make not less than 2,000 
gunflints every day in return for ten shillings a week.17 A gunflint indenture dated 30 
January 1804 names William Clark, “a poor child of Brandon”, who was apprenticed 
“to learn the art and mystery of his master’s craft until he reach 21”.18 A further 
reference to an apprenticeship relates to Elizabeth Grief, listed as a flintmaster in 
1813, when she took on an apprentice and agreed to instruct him in “the art of a 
gunflint maker which she now useth”. The indenture records that he was George 
Maidens, aged 11, and was bound to her for seven years. In return, she was paid £8 
by the parish for taking him on and training him.19

In addition to Elizabeth Grief, there are a handful of archival references to 
other women active in the flintknapping industry. Mary Snare was named as a 
manufacturer in the Brandon Gunflint Company and she, Fanny Shepperson 
and Mary Wright are listed as subscribers on the company’s deed of covenant of 
4 December 1837. Meanwhile, Ann Clark and Sarah Giles are listed as flint mine 
‘diggers’ at Lingheath in 1823, along with “Webber & Wife”.20
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A particular vocabulary developed around flintmining and knapping, examples 
including:

 bruckly  adjective describing a flake that does not ‘run’ easily
 dead lime  decomposed chalk
 dockey  mealtimes
 gib  flint the colour of the Rock of Gibraltar
 gulls  large blocks of flint rarely found below the floorstone
 paps  flint protuberances
 teller  person responsible for counting the flints
 wrung  adjective describing a twisted flake of flint

One of the most peculiar expressions to have developed around flintmining is 
‘bubber-hutching on the sosh’, used by the miners to describe how they would sink 
a shaft into the ground at a slight angle or slant, which helped protect them from 
the weather and falling stones.

Flintmining and knapping were arduous occupations. Injuries were commonplace 
in an age when protective clothing was limited and health and safety awareness 
negligible. “You couldn’t avoid arm ache,” recalled Herbert Field of his time 
working in the 1930s, “as you used the same muscles all the time. Cuts didn’t bother 
me, but now and again bits of flint flew into my face or lodged in an eye.”21 The 
gravestones in the churchyard of St Peter’s Church in Brandon are testament to the 
hazards of gunflint manufacture. Many of the knappers died at a comparatively 
young age from ‘knapper’s rot’, a form of silicosis which was the result of inhaling 
the silica dust generated by the knapping process. W G Clarke reported how, in one 
workshop, seven out of eight knappers had died of it and that a father and his three 
sons had all died of the same complaint in four years.22 An obituary in the Thetford 
& Watton Times of 1 January 1916 recorded how, “The death of Mr Robert Field of 
63 Thetford Road [Brandon] which occurred on the 20th December removed the 
last of the members of the family who have been engaged in the ancient industry 
of flint knapping for generations. Mr Field, who was no more than 46 years of age, 
succumbed to the disease peculiar to this occupation. Off and on he had been ill for 
two years, and his last illness extended over 10 weeks.”

The making of gunflints had largely died out as an occupation by the Second World 
War. Arthur “Pony” Ashley was the last of the flintminers, active on Lingheath 
until the 1930s. A handful of knappers continued working past this date, supplying 
gunflints for colonial forces overseas and providing tailored pieces of flint for use 
in building conservation. One of the last firsthand accounts of an industry that 
had once dominated Brandon was compiled by Olive Cook for her book Breckland 
(1956), in which she describes two of the last knappers. “The flints are quarried by 
the same two men who afterwards knap them... [and] are brought to the surface by 
hand without the aid of machinery of any kind. [They] are conveyed by lorry to the 
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Flintknappers Arms. Then, sitting at the foot of the flint mountain, close to the wall 
of the yard, the two knappers begin work. They are stationed either side of a juniper tree, 
Mr Drewery facing the yard, Mr Newton in a dark, shady corner between the tree, the 
wall and the back of an outhouse... Perhaps in a few years there may be no one to carry 
on this venerable trade, for none of the Brandon youths, Mr Drewery reports, shows a 
desire to learn it.”23

The Flint Heritage Today 
From the first-known industrial site, the Neolithic flint mines of Grime’s Graves, 
through to the medieval churches and then to the miners and gunflint knappers of 
the 18th and 19th centuries, flint has left an undisputed imprint across the Brecks. 
Its use as a building material is perhaps the most obvious visual legacy. The need 
to conserve historic buildings has kept alive the skills of flintworking, as these 
structures have to be repaired using traditional methods and materials, including 
lime mortar. There is a limited number of further education courses available for 
flintwork and some conservation builders take on apprentices for training that may 
include this specialist work. Skilled flintknappers are very few, one of the most 
skilled and celebrated being John Lord, who ran the flintworking training sessions as 
part of this project. Although gunflints are no longer knapped in Brandon, there is 
still a limited market for them among gun clubs, especially in North America.

Perhaps surprisingly for an area so dominated by flint as a building material and 
which was once home to a thriving industry, there are not many local street or 
place names reflecting this former importance. Brandon has Chalk Road and 

Right
Author Olive Cook watching a 

flintknapper at work behind the 
Flintknappers Arms in Brandon, 

probably early 1950s. Note 
the piles of flint debris. This 

photograph was taken by her 
husband, acclaimed photographer 

Edwin Smith.
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Knappers Way, and the town sign depicts a flintknapper. The Flintknappers Arms 
pub still occupies a prominent location in the centre of the town, but the knappers 
workshops behind it have disappeared (although this took place within living 
memory). 

More generally, flints have formed basic road material for centuries, from the 
Romans onwards, and are still used in the preparation of road material today. 
Crushed flint is used as an aggregate with white cement to produce concrete and 
used as an edge marking (to improve light reflection) on motorways.   

Flint has also left a legacy in the English language. “Therefore have I set my face like 
a flint” is a quotation from the Bible, referring to being resolute amidst all contempt 
and scorn. In Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (1597), Friar Laurence says Juliet’s 
“light” foot will not “wear out the everlasting flint”, meaning that she will never 
endure or subdue the hard road of life. Meanwhile, to be a ‘skinflint’ is to be a miser, 
someone who takes economy to the extreme, the kind of person who would skin a 
flint and keep the flint shavings to save or gain something. Mined flints were graded 
into ‘bests’ and ‘second-bests’, which is possibly where the latter phrase comes from. 
Meanwhile, the gunflint industry has given us expressions that are still in use today. 
Flintlock muskets had small pans to hold the gunpowder charge. An attempt to 
fire the musket in which the gunpowder flared up without firing a bullet would be 
called a ‘flash in the pan’. ‘Lock, stock and barrel’ comes from the three parts of the 
musket: the lock, or flintlock, which is the firing mechanism; the stock, which is 
the wooden butt-end of the gun, and the barrel, the parallel-sided cylindrical tube 
containing the gunpowder. 

Left
Several modern 
buildings in Brandon 
feature flint panels or 
motifs, recognising the 
role played by flint in 
the town’s history.
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Conclusion

The work of the volunteers in this project has added new knowledge to the flint 
legacy in the Brecks and highlighted the central role played by flint in the region’s 
history, economy, land use and architecture. Flint continues to define the Brecks, 
not simply visually in terms of its presence in the historic buildings of the area 
and in the landscape, but also culturally. The demise of the flintknapping industry 
occurred within living memory and the project collated precious material from those 
who remember the importance of flint on a daily working basis in Brandon.

For the first time, a systematic survey was undertaken of the use of flint in the 
churches of the Brecks (within the Breaking New Ground designated area), with 
project volunteers visiting and recording 16 churches. The results confirm that flint 
is the predominant building material in all of the churches surveyed. They also 
show that there is little of the sophisticated adornment created by flushwork and 
chequerboard patterning, as seen in the churches of the more prosperous textile 
towns and villages elsewhere in East Anglia. This is probably a reflection of the more 
impoverished character of the Brecks. 

The coordinated survey of flintmining sites was also the first of its kind. Nine 
sites were visited, and any existing archaeological or archival records were ground-
truthed. New surveys were undertaken, verifying dimensions, layout and the 
general conditions of different sites and their components. Whilst the project has 
added considerably to knowledge of these sites, there is much more work to do and 
additional sites to investigate. There are almost certainly flintmining sites as yet 
undiscovered, obscured by vegetation and the plantations of Thetford Forest.

As a result of the project, more information has come to light about the gunflint 
industry. The discovery of the diaries of Frank Norgate, an amateur local naturalist 
active in the second half of the nineteenth century, has yielded a wealth of material, 
including the first-known contemporary diagram of a flint mine as it was being 
worked in 1884 (see Appendix One). Whilst conversations with local people in 
Brandon brought up many memories of flintknapping in the town, including 
information about the location of the knapping sheds and yards, investigations by 
volunteers on the ground revealed no verified surviving evidence of these buildings. 
Although some structures still stand which may have been used for flintworking, 
this is impossible to prove.

The enthusiasm, dedication and diligence of the project volunteers has meant that 
we now know a great deal more about how flint has been used in the Brecks through 
the centuries and how it has helped shaped the unique character of the area. During 
this eight-month project, much has been discovered and established, not least the 
need for a longer and more detailed assessment of elements such as the flintmining 
sites. This project is therefore best viewed as an important starting point for a more 
detailed and comprehensive study of one of the most significant chapters in the 
history of East Anglia. 
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Appendices
In addition to its wider findings, the Flint in the Brecks project made two 

unexpected and exciting contributions to knowledge of the local flint heritage. First, 
an examination of the diaries of former Santon Downham resident Frank Norgate 

yielded a wealth of unpublished information about flint and flintmining in and 
around Brandon. Second, the project played an active role in the recognition and 

rescue of a unique set of flint mosaics in Brandon Library. Information about both 
these discoveries is presented in the following two appendices.
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Appendix One

The Frank Norgate Diaries

Frank Norgate (d.1919) was an amateur naturalist whose two volumes of diaries 
– running from 1858 to 1902 – are held in the Norfolk Record Office (ref 
MC 175/12–13, 638X2). The son of Thomas Norgate (1807–93), the rector of 
Sparham, Frank kept a detailed field record and personal journal describing his 
travels and observations in the Brecks. After moving from Sparham, he lived at 
Santon Downham for four years before moving to Bury St Edmunds. His notes 
cover a wide range of subjects, but focus particularly on archaeology, ornithology 
and lepidoptera. They feature many references to flint, including diagrams and 
sketches of individual artefacts and flint mines, and constitute one of the most 
important firsthand contemporary resources of flint at a time when it dominated 
life in towns such as Brandon. The significance of the Norgate diaries in this respect 
(and, indeed, for their natural history contribution) was not fully recognised until 
this project. 

Those entries with flint-related information were transcribed by Society member 
Barbara Pritchard for the project. Below is a transcript of the entry for 14 March 
1884 pp.596–597, describing and illustrating the flint pits near Brandon. Page 597 is 
reproduced opposite.

page 596.

Philip [Frank’s brother] & I walked to Brandon Poor’s land where we saw hundreds of recently 

worked flint pits many of which are still in use.

page 597.

Each is the work of one man. We examined & descended to the bottom of one pit, the following 

description of which will I believe serve equally well for the other pits

    [diagram]

Bird’s eye view – mouth of pit 9 feet long by 3 feet wide, sand removed 4 feet deep “a”. “a”. 2 boards 

are then laid across dividing the pit’s mouth into 3 equal portions. The space between the boards is 

then taken out to the depth of 5 feet, this is chalk. The boards are left to prevent the edges of the 

sandy chalk from falling in or being disturbed by the feet of the workman. A block of wood is then 

fixed (as a step in the chalk) – “c”.  More chalk is then taken out to the extra depth of 5 feet leaving 

a landing place about a foot wide or 18 inches wide, “d”. Five feet more in depth is then removed 

leaving another landing “e”. Then more chalk is removed leaving another landing or “stage” & so 

on. This pit was 5 stages deep, i.e. 5 x 5 + 4 feet = 29 feet. Some are 8 stages deep. Having bored 

down to the flint, the workman excavates a level or horizontal tunnel, taking out the flint stones 

as far as he chooses by candle light. He then makes other similar tunnels, filling up the last with 

the chalk rubbish from the next. Having exhausted the flint within a reasonable radius from the 

bottom of the lowest stage he fills up the whole pit with chalk & begins a fresh one.
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scheme and a plan developed to remove the panels from the wall. Suffolk County 
Council archaeologists visited to assess the situation and a small project turned into 
a major piece of work involving the removal of a large part of the library wall. The 
project team was delighted to be able to engage local building firm G C Godwin 
to undertake these works. All of the panels were removed intact and, at the time 
of going to print, were being stored at Brandon Country Park pending a decision 
on how best they can be made available for the continued enjoyment of the local 
community.

An interesting discovery during the removal work was of a note on a piece of 
cigarette packet, reading “R Dennis B Bunn June 1972”, presumably left by the 
builders who fitted the panels into the library wall at that time. 

Left
The Carter mosaics 
at Brandon Library 
shortly before they 
were removed for 
storage in the autumn 
of 2015.
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